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Proletarians of all countries, united!



LONG LIVE CHAIRMAN GONZALO,  
GREAT MARXIST-LENINIST-MAOIST! 

 Today, December 3, the Central Committee of PCP and 
each militant salute with deep communist conviction our loved 
and respected Chairman Gonzalo, chief of the Party and 
Revolution, in the 86th anniversary of his birth, expressing our 
recognition as the greatest alive Marxist-Leninist-Maoist, whose 
powerful thought and example of all-the-way communist beyond 
the borders of Perú is respected and recognised by the 
Communist  sister Parties as well as the increasing love and 
support of the children of the people. 

In his fruitful and luminous communist life, in the 60’s and 
70’s, defeating opposing lines, he reconstituted our Party by a 
general political line, an organic system and a base of masses, 
and with a Communist Party of a new type he initiated and led 
the people’s war in our country to the highest point: the 
strategic balance, magnificent heroic deed, which only will be 
overcome in the future; in this process he gave us his greatest 
contribution to world proletarian revolution, when brilliantly 
defining Maoism as the new, third and higher state of Marxism. 

After his detention, in difficult times, he established the 
New Great Political Strategy for the IV Party Stage, which gave a 
course and a certain and real perspective against the black 
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pretensions of the leaders breakaway faction, self-proclaimed 
and anarchists, and their right opportunist line to destroy the 
Party and lead the people’s war towards defeat; once again our 
chief, Chairman Gonzalo, leading the left, victoriously defended 
the Party and the revolution, magnificent role, which is indelibly 
registered in the History of our Party. 

Under current circumstances, unshakably facing the 
corrupt and police State and its politics of hate, revenge and 
persecution, he still defends the Party against the black 
reactionary and libelous attacks. 

Learning from him, we stress his long unwavering struggle 
for communism for more than 60 years. It is exemplary his 
defense of the proletariat ideology: the Marxism-Leninism-
Maoism, mainly Maoism; his call to hoist, defend, apply and put 
it in command and guide for the World Proletarian Revolution; 
his defense of our Party against the accusation of “criminal 
organisation” and to lead revolution towards communism; his 
defense of people’s war as the greatest revolutionary social 
movement of Peruvian History, magnificent milestone of the 
struggle of our people, against the vicious and systematic attacks 
of imperialism and Peruvian reaction, which call it “terrorism”. 
The PCP condemns the black counter-revolutionary and anti-
communist attacks, which systematically go against our chief in 
order to smear it, shameful pretension against which our clean 
and red chief shines, living in the hearts and brain of the 
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communists and people of Perú and the world; the truth is 
gradually pushing its way and there are more and more 
intellectuals who consider the people’s war that leaded 
Chairman Gonzalo as part of the political History of our people, a 
reality that must be disclosed from its political, economic and 
social causes. 

We denounce and condemn that Peruvian State, with its 
pseudo-democracy more and more exposed to the people, 
persists in keeping him for more than 28 years in absolute and 
perpetual isolation, in an illegal  emergency and warning regime 
in the Military Prison in the Callao Naval Base, which is a 
torture, discrimination and abuse of authority crime; all his  
fundamental rights are still being denied: the right to visit and 
telephone communication with his only relative, his wife and 
fellow comrade Miriam; the right to freedom of expression and 
opinion; the right to health and adequate food for an older adult; 
in this way the Criminal Law of the Enemy is applied, which 
denies his person status and his dignity is violated. 

Another systematically violated right is his right to be 
defended: more than 9 months without being able to meet with 
his lawyers, which put him in the worst defenselessness 
conditions, especially since he have to face the eternal sham 
trials that have been opened. For Peruvian State, it is not enough 
to have condemned him to 2 life sentences, throughout his 
fragile and discredited institutions, as the Judicial Power and the 
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Public Ministry; the cruelty is going to such extremes to pretend 
validate the second life sentence for the illegal Tarata case, 
through the Supreme Court in the next audience, case that is a 
sham trial, which persists in miring our Party by linking it with 
drug trafficking in order to discredit it, a calumny denied by 
Chairman Gonzalo in one of the audiences, when he pointed out: 
“… I’ve never touched in my life a blessed substance of drugs, 
because I was educated in such a way, I have head, I don’t need 
get drunk to think, and certainly not to vilify myself, and the fact 
that I had participate in such an action never! because I’m not 
one to poison, I’m one to struggle for humanity, that’s what I 
tried, poisoners are others who fill their pockets and they’re 
governing in Perú, those are to blame”, forceful response which 
we join and support with communist conviction, knowing that 
defamations and persecutory policy against our Party and its 
historical leaders, mainly against our chief, are revenge and 
warning for having dared to fight against the iniquitous system 
of exploitation and oppression to transform society to serve the 
people, a current need, feasible and more compelling. 

In this day with great meaning for our Party, we reaffirm 
our commitment to follow his shinning path, waving, defending 
and applying Marxism-Leninism-Maoism as our universal 
strategic ideological weapon and gonzalo thought as our 
strategic ideological weapon, specific and principal, persisting in 
applying the main and fundamental Party policy and, with a view 
to the Bicentenary, continuing struggling for Political Solution, 
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General Amnesty and National Reconciliation without stopping 
our fight for the defense of the life, health and freedom of 
Chairman Gonzalo, our unalterable chief. 

Long life to Chairman Gonzalo 
and his powerful communist thought! 

Learn from Chairman Gonzalo! 
Embody gonzalo thought! 

Defend life and health of Chairman Gonzalo 
and fight for his freedom! 
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